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for more than 25 years I11 have heard
fascinating stories coming tromfrom point
barrow about this legendary personperson
sadie neakok but it has been hard tto0
sort out the facts from the myths ununtilt iai1

I1 read margaret blackmansblackmannBlackmans new book
about sadie brower neakok

the book isis an exceptionally good
biography for two reasons

first dr blackman has worked out
a solution to one of the main problems
with biography how to provide
background information and inter
pretationprecationpre tation and still allow the people
to araksrakspeak torfor themselves

Tthiss isis what she has done neakok s
actual descriptions or autobiography
is set in regular type Backbackmanmanss com-
ments and historical materials are set
in italicized type so the reader can
distinguish one from the other quite
easily

this technique has another advanaddan
tage the reader learns not only about
neakok and her life but also sees it

in historical perspective and in the
local setting

the second reason why this is an ex
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it is d6ctanddirectanddirect and
straightforwardstraightfofwardstralghtforwaid but
with a subtle sen-
sitivitysitivity reregarding9arding
personal matters
and cultural dif-
ferencesferences

ceptionally good biography is because
of the subject sadie brower neakok
daughter of the famous charlie
brower and his wife asianggataq

neakok has spent a lifetime asos a full
participant in two cultures she did
have some problems when she first
went outside to school in the same
way that anyone who is dropped into
an unusual situation has difficulties

her narrative is both philospophical
and at the same time very earthy it
is direct and straightforward but with
t subtle sensitivity regarding person

al matters and cultural differences
many stories I1 have read about

neakok have been concerning her role
as barrow magistrate

chapter eight farthest north
judge sorts out the fact from the fic-
tion in these stories the next chapter

A matter of survival puts the whole
subsistence issue in proper
perspective

the book is an important report on
life in point barrow and cross cultural
problems

for non alaskansalaskas whose only inforanfor

nationmation on the northern eskimos
comes tromfrom stereotypes and sensa
tionalismtiohalism the book should help clear
up many mistaken ideas

for alaskansalaskasAlaskans especially those of us
who have only had limited visits to the
north slope area it provides much
needed information with a insider s

explanation
over the years there have been

several good biographies or
autobiographies about native
alaskansalaskasAlaskans but I11 would rate blackman s

latest publication sadie brower
neakok an inupiaqinuptaq woman the best
I1 have seen so tarfar


